Empowering Teen Leaders for the 21st Century

A Dangerous Event

Teens Discover

4Spiritual tools and prac-

Po si ti vel y Dange rou s. ..
The early church was “dangerous.” They lived their faith
in such an authentic and
embodying manner that those
near were at extreme risk of
catching it.
Positively Dangerous events
blend presentations, interactive activities, engaging
media, and meaningful discussions to challenge young
people to live in spiritually
dangerous manner.

Beyond Christianity Lite,
Positively Dangerous events
challenge teens to a robust
and life-changing expression of faith.

tices for growing a deep
and life-changing relationship with God.

4Practical ways to change
their world by genuinely
loving others.

4What it means to live with
integrity and be the kind
of example that leaves an
indelible mark on others.

Teen Leadership Events
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Yet, Beyond an Event

Most conferences or retreats end with
the event. The Positively Dangerous
experience is a launching pad for
something bigger-- building a “positively dangerous community.” Each participant leaves with the book Positively
Dangerous as a follow up resource.
Leaders leave with small group materials to help participants delve deeper
into the “dangerous” lifestyle.

4 The key that gives us the
freedom to be truly
authentic.

4 How to give away their

faith by being “On Call”
with the Holy Spirit.
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